Enlightening cyclists: an evaluation study of a bicycle light communication system aimed to support older cyclists in traffic interactions
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Abstract: In the Netherlands, older cyclists run an increased risk of bicycle crashes. Critical factors are low-speed interactions, stopping, (dis)mounting, and potentially misjudging riding speeds. A Bicycle Light Communication System (BLCS) was therefore developed that displayed riding speed, braking, and turning intentions. In an experiment, 21 older and 20 younger cyclists observed BLCS-signals of a lead cyclist and estimated speeds of an approaching cyclist, with and without BLCS. Interviews were conducted to assess general opinions on BLCS and its influence on cycling behaviour.
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In a small follow-up study, twelve older cyclists used a BLCS-bicycle one week to explore first user-impressions. The majority evaluated the BLCS positively, mainly the turning indicator and brake light components, even though interpreting the speed signals was difficult. Although the first user-impressions revealed that the direction indicator does not influence self-reported balance (positively or negatively), the majority reported that they would like to use a BLCS themselves.
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1 Introduction

In the Netherlands, cycling is a common mode of transportation and many people use the bicycle daily (Harms and Kansen, 2018). Cycling contributes positively to health, social participation, and quality of life (De Hartog et al., 2010; Fishman et al., 2015; Oja et al., 2011) and it is important that people keep cycling safely for as long as they wish (Tour de Force, 2017). A specific group that is currently of interest due to safety concerns, however, is older cyclists (Ministry of Transport, Public Works, and Water Management, 2008; Rijkswaterstaat, 2016). Since more older cyclists have continued to cycle over the recent years, their share in traffic has substantially increased (Kennisinstituut voor Mobiliteitsbeleid, 2017; Schepers et al., 2017). This development is positive for healthy ageing as cycling benefits physical fitness (Ryan et al., 2016) and increases the life space area of older people (Van Cauwenberg et al., 2019). However, age-related cognitive and physical decline are related to an increased risk of falling from the bicycle (Engbers et al., 2018a). Indeed, it is estimated that a large proportion of bicycle crashes in the Netherlands concern older cyclists (Schepers et al., 2017) and this group is susceptible to sustain severe injuries after a bicycle crash (OECD, 2001; SWOV, 2013). Even though the majority of these crashes are single-bicycle crashes (Schepers, 2013; Schepers et al., 2015), interactions with other road users are an important factor as well (Ormel et al., 2008; Westerhuis and De Waard, 2016; Boele-Vos et al., 2017; VeiligheidNL/Rijkswaterstaat, 2017). Several initiatives have therefore been started to investigate possibilities to support older cyclists with their interactions with other road users.

1.1 Keeping balance

One explanation for the risk of falling of older cyclists is that ageing may be accompanied by problems with motor coordination and balance (SWOV, 2013; VeiligheidNL/Rijkswaterstaat, 2017). For example, Ormel et al. (2008) found that in the Netherlands, approximately one quarter of bicycle crashes that required hospitalisation of cyclists ≥ 55 years in 2008 occurred while mounting or dismounting the bicycle, and more recent studies show similar results (Hagemeister and Tegen-Klebingat, 2012; Kruijer et al., 2012; Scheiman et al., 2010; VeiligheidNL/Rijkswaterstaat, 2017). Contributing factors are that older cyclists not only mount and dismount a bicycle differently than younger cyclists (Dubbeldam et al., 2017b), but also may have difficulties recovering from balance disturbances while riding at low speeds (Bulsink et al., 2016). Because interactions with other road users, such as giving priority or responding to actions of other road users, typically require cyclists to decrease speed or to stop and dismount the bicycle, such interactions are critical in bicycle crashes of older cyclists (Boele-Vos et al., 2017; Davidse et al., 2014a, 2014b). These crashes may therefore be prevented by supporting older cyclists during similar interactions.
Other safety-related interactions that may impact balance are looking over the shoulder and indicating direction (Johnsen and Funk, 2019). Every cyclist frequently has to look over the shoulder to monitor traffic from behind. This is particularly necessary before turning left (in right-hand traffic countries) and it is known that older cyclists find this a difficult manoeuvre to perform safely (Bernhoft and Carstensen, 2008). Instead, some choose to cross an intersection on foot even though this requires them to dismount their bicycle. Shortly before turning, one hand has to be taken off the handlebars to point into the intended direction. This gesture forces the rider to balance the bicycle with only one hand and is currently the only and official way for cyclists to indicate direction understandably (Walker, 2005). Even though some intentions might be derived from other observable cycling behaviours (Hemerén et al., 2014), not stretching an arm impairs other cyclists in predicting turning intentions, showing that it is indeed a crucial gesture (Westerhuis and De Waard, 2017). As balance problems are common in older cyclists, looking over the shoulder and indicating direction could increase their risk on falling. It may therefore be beneficial to provide older cyclists with alternative options for detecting traffic from behind as well as for indicating direction.

### 1.2 Cycling speed

Thanks to the electric bicycle, but also because of improved bicycle designs in general, more older people cycle (Schepers et al., 2014). Compared to conventional bicycles, (older) cyclists may ride more frequently and further distances on electric bicycles because less physical effort is required to ride comfortably (Theurel et al., 2012). Less physically fit people may therefore still be able to ride an electric bicycle if riding a conventional bicycle is not possible anymore (Johnson and Rose, 2015). Although cyclists tend to ride faster on an electric bicycle if they are physically capable of riding both an electric and a conventional bicycle, it seems that the riding speed of older e-cyclists is more comparable to the riding speed of younger cyclists, regardless of bicycle type (Vlakveld et al., 2015). Indeed, naturalistic cycling studies with older participants riding their own bicycles show no or small speed differences between electric and conventional bicycle riders, suggesting that some older people may use an electric bicycle to reach ‘conventional’ riding speeds (Schleinitz et al., 2017; Westerhuis and De Waard, 2016). This could mean that electric bicycles support older cyclists with keeping balance mainly because it is easier to ride and stabilise a bicycle at higher speeds and that gaining sufficient speed from a standstill might be performed more stable as well (Kooiman et al., 2011; Twisk et al., 2017). Higher speeds, however, also require faster reaction times to be able to avoid a crash during critical situations or interactions in traffic. As the process of ageing is accompanied by slower reaction times (OECD, 2001) and higher speeds generally increase the risk and severity of crashes (Wegman et al., 2006), older people may be particularly at risk for serious crashes if they attain increased speeds without increasing their distances (safety margins) towards other road users, for example (Näätänen and Summala, 1976, cited in Kulmala and Rämä, 2013).

### 1.3 Speed perception

In order to have sufficient safety margins, not only older cyclists, but every road user in general should receive sufficient ‘time and space’ from other road users as well. For this reason, it is essential that all road users are able to perceive each other’s speed and
distance. During daylight, drivers use visual cues such as (changes in) the angular size of the back of a vehicle and (changes in) the observable size of the road ahead to estimate distance and closure rates to lead vehicles (Moore and Rumar, 1999). At night and without street lights, these cues are much less visible and road users therefore rely on rear lights, in particular (changes in) brightness, visual angle, and/or visual space between lights (Parker et al., 1964, cited in Moore and Rumar, 1999). For cyclists specifically, other road users also use a cyclist’s cadence (i.e., pedal rotation frequency) as a visual cue to estimate riding speed (Schleinitz et al., 2016). With more recent (electric) bicycle designs, however, it is not necessary to pedal with high cadence to reach comfortable speeds anymore. Furthermore, from well-trained (sport) cyclists, it is known that particularly older cyclists benefit from lower cadences and apply this pedalling strategy more frequently than younger cyclists (Sacchetti et al., 2010). Even though racing cyclists also tend to ride at high speeds with relatively low cadences, they are clearly recognisable as fast riders based on their appearance (e.g., posture, clothing, and bicycle design). E-cyclists, for example, are becoming increasingly difficult to recognise as the design of electric bicycles is similar to conventional bicycles (Dozza et al., 2016). Therefore, other road users are at times surprised by the speed at which (older) e-cyclists approach them because low cadence generally indicates low effort and, as a result, a low riding speed (Haustein and Möller, 2016; Schleinitz et al., 2016). In turn, this may lead to underestimating the speed of e-bicycle riders (Petzoldt et al., 2017b). Particularly at locations where people are under time pressure to make decisions (e.g., intersections), it is important that the speed of all types of road users, including older e-cyclists, are estimated as close as possible to their true speeds because this enables road users to maintain adequate safety margins and choose safer (larger) gaps (Dozza et al., 2016; Petzoldt et al., 2017a).

1.4 On-bicycle solutions

With regard to displaying explicit information about speed and turning intentions, safe and successful solutions so far have been the norm for other forms of (motorised) transport for decades: brake lights and turning indicators (Moore and Rumar, 1999). Even though most vehicle brake lights were originally developed for use in darkness, more recent designs, including centre high mounted stop lights, have shown to reduce driver reaction times and (rear-end) crash risk during daylight as well (see e.g., Kahane and Hertz, 1998; Moore and Rumar, 1999; Green, 2000). As for turning indicators, there is little doubt that these benefit safety because signalling enables car drivers to anticipate turning manoeuvres of lead vehicles, resulting in safer following behaviour (Muhrer and Vollrath, 2010) as well as reduced crash risk (Sullivan and Flannagan, 2012). In a similar way, it should be possible to implement similar brake and turn signals on bicycles. Apart from informing other road users, a turn signalling system could also improve balance as the operation does not require releasing one hand from the handlebars. Also other on-bicycle solutions aimed at supporting older cyclists have been developed and tested. For example, difficulties with mounting and dismounting may be alleviated by adjusting the geometry of a bicycle and/or providing a saddle that automatically lowers its position while riding at lower speeds (Dubbeldam et al., 2017a). Furthermore, rear-view detection systems may assist older cyclists to detect traffic from behind (Engbers et al., 2016; Engbers et al., 2018b).
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1.5 Bicycle Light Communication System

A Bicycle Light Communication System (BLCS) was developed to provide an alternative means for cyclists to show turning intentions and riding speed to other road users. This BLCS contained a turn indicator, speed indicator, and a brake light, all integrated in a front and a rear bicycle light unit. The system’s main aim was to not only provide other road users with explicit light signals about turning intentions and riding speed, but also about acceleration, deceleration, and braking. By using explicit light signals, it was hypothesised that the speed of the rider could be estimated more accurately than on the basis of observable rider behaviour alone. Furthermore, it should no longer be necessary to signal with the arm, thus both hands can remain on the handlebars while turning. This should not only benefit keeping balance, but also enable other road users to anticipate a cyclist’s turning intentions and adjust safety margins accordingly.

1.6 Research aim

The first and primary objective of this study was to explore how (naïve) older and younger cyclists experience and interpret light signals shown by a BLCS. For this reason, an on-site experiment was conducted in which older and younger participants were invited to cycle together with a researcher that used a BLCS on the bicycle (Study 1). Hereafter, a small group of older cyclists was invited to use a BLCS-instrumented bicycle for themselves to get first-hand experience as a BLCS-user, particularly with regard to the direction indicator and its perceived effects on keeping balance (Study 2).

2 Materials and methods

In Study 1, effects of observing BLCS-signals on cycling behaviour were investigated and subjective opinions regarding visibility, interpretation, intention to use, mental effort, expected safety enhancement, and acceptance were collected. In Study 2, a small follow-up was performed with older cyclists using a BLCS-bicycle for their personal cycling activities during one week. Both studies were approved by the University of Groningen Psychology Ethics Committee (16414-O and 16415-O).

2.1 Study 1

2.1.1 Participants

As older cyclists are expected to benefit most from a BLCS, participants ≥ 60 years and capable of cycling independently were recruited. Younger cyclists (≤ 35 years) were also recruited because in particular communication between older and younger cyclists tends to be difficult (Ryan et al., 2016). Older cyclists were recruited by distributing flyers in local shops and community centres in the city of Groningen. For younger participants, flyers were distributed in the main buildings of the University of Groningen and on Facebook groups with people from Groningen. All participants received a € 15 voucher for participation.
Twenty-one older and twenty younger cyclists participated in Study 1 (see Table 1). The majority lived in Groningen and brought their own bicycle. Two (younger) participants used a bicycle provided by the researchers.

**Table 1** Demographical participant data of Study 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Age M</th>
<th>Age S.D.</th>
<th>Gender Male %</th>
<th>Living environment Urban %</th>
<th>Living environment Village %</th>
<th>Living environment Rural %</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Younger</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older</td>
<td>69.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * One participant did not provide any information concerning his or her living environment.

2.1.2 *The instrumented BLCS-bicycle*

A bicycle (Gazelle Miss Grace, ladies’ model, seven gears, 54 cm frame size) was instrumented with a BLCS that, apart from the main bicycle light in the centre of the unit, displayed several aspects of rider behaviour and intention (see Figures 1 and 2). The light signals were shown by LEDs bundled in circles and triangles (arrows) on two units that were mounted as the front and rear bicycle lights. Different signals showed turning intentions (i.e., a turning indicator), braking, riding speed, or a flash-signal to draw the attention of other road users. The speed and brake signals were automatically controlled by a CPU located in a small bag below the handlebars. The cyclist controlled the turning indicator and the attention-signal with a small remote-controller located on the left-hand side of the handlebars (Figure 3).

**Figure 1** From left to right: the BLCS front unit, BLCS rear unit, and a close-up photo of the BLCS rear unit (see online version for colours)

The turning indicators were not only located on the far-most left and right sides of the front and rear BLCS-units, but also in the grips of the handlebars (see Figures 1 and 2). The indicators on the BLCS had amber-coloured LEDs in the shape of an arrow pointing in the intended direction. The indicators in the grips of the handlebars contained amber LEDs only. When enabled, the LEDs blinked similarly to indicators on cars and motorcycles and were disabled automatically after a turn was completed.
The BLCS also had a speed indicator which displayed the riding speed using graphical intervals. This feature had the visual shape of a ring located around the main bicycle light (see Figure 4). The speed indicators had yellow-to-white-coloured and dark-to-light-red-coloured LED-rings on the front and rear units, respectively. The system continuously measured riding speed and conveyed this speed by lighting up (a selection of) LEDs in an upward direction as the cyclist reached higher speeds (Figure 4). The idea behind this is that it would be recognisable, as with a dynamo the headlight would light up brighter with increasing speed.

**Figure 2** The instrumented BLCS-bicycle with activated indicators (see online version for colours)

**Figure 3** The BLCS remote-controller (see online version for colours)
The light signals that displayed cycling speed (see online version for colours)

![Light signals diagram](image)

**Notes:** From left to right: very slow (± 7 km/h), slow (± 11–12 km/h), medium (± 17–18 km/h), and fast (± 21–22 km/h), with at the right the attention or brake light for the front (upper pictures) and rear (lower pictures) bicycle lights, respectively.

The last features of the BLCS were the attention and brake signals on the front and rear units, respectively. The attention-signal was incorporated in the front BLCS-unit as a white-lighted outer-ring placed between the speed and direction signals (Figure 4, upper-right picture) and could be activated with the remote-controller. On the rear BLCS-unit, a brake light was installed at the same location (Figure 4, lower-right picture). The brake light was automatically activated when the accelerometer exceeded a deceleration threshold of 1 m/s².

A schematic representation of the cycle paths in the experiment (see online version for colours)

![Cycle path diagram](image)

**Notes:** The measurements were only performed on the two cycle paths (red). The road in-between the paths was used to cycle from one path to the other.
2.1.3 Location

To demonstrate the signals of the BLCS, two researchers rode a BLCS-bicycle at a quiet location in the city of Groningen. At this location, there were two separate one-way cycle paths, in reverse directions, surrounding a parking lot (see Figure 5). Both paths were approximately 170 metres long and 2.3 metres wide. The paths were used in succession: a small ‘circuit’ was created by crossing the road.

2.1.4 Cameras

Cycling behaviour was recorded with three Contour + 2™ digital action cameras with GPS. Two were mounted on the BLCS-bicycle and one on the participant’s bicycle. On the BLCS-bicycle, one camera was directed forward and one to the side for the researchers to review the rides from ‘their’ point of view later. A third camera was mounted on the handlebars of the participant’s bicycle and this camera was directed forward to record the BLCS-bicycle ahead of the participant.

2.1.5 Questionnaires

Subjective information regarding visibility, signal interpretation, intention to use, and expected safety enhancement was gathered by means of a semi-structured interview. Furthermore, the acceptance of the system was assessed using a brief acceptance scale (Van der Laan et al., 1997) after demonstrating the front and rear bicycle lights. This scale was used to obtain an indication of the (expected) usefulness and satisfaction of the BLCS as a complete system and end product. Basically, these ratings provide insights in the probability that the target group (in this case older cyclists) would also be interested in using a BLCS. Mental effort was measured with the Rating Scale Mental Effort (RSME; Zijlstra, 1993) to assess whether the BLCS signals would lead to additional workload when assisting cyclists with a relatively basic, automatic task: keeping distance from a cyclist ahead.

2.1.6 Procedure

Before the experiment, participants received a letter with a general description of the study and an invitation to bring their own bicycle. If the latter was not possible, a conventional bicycle was offered to use instead. If participants had an electric bicycle (pedelec), they were asked to disable the electric support. At the experiment, the main goal of the research and the test procedure were explained. The BLCS-bicycle was shown to the participants and a researcher demonstrated all components. The speed indicator was demonstrated by rotating the BLCS-bicycle’s front wheel while showing the lights. The participants were told that more lights corresponded to an increase in cycling speed. Hereafter, the participants could try the controller for the direction indicator. Remaining questions were answered and participants signed an informed consent form.

2.1.7 Task 1: Following the researcher riding the BLCS-bicycle

After the introduction, the participants mounted their own bicycle and followed the test leader who rode the BLCS-bicycle (Task 1). Participants with a bicycle speedometer were asked to disable it or to cover the display. Further instructions were limited: ‘please
follow the test leader, cycle as you usually do, and maintain a following-distance that feels comfortable’. Participants were also told to adhere to the traffic rules and to give priority whenever necessary.

Task 1 was divided into two conditions: the ‘BLCS ON’ and ‘BLCS OFF’ conditions. In the ‘ON’ condition, all BLCS-functions were active and participants could observe BLCS-information about riding speed, turning intentions, and braking of the BLCS-bicycle rider. The ‘OFF’ condition was the control condition in which the BLCS was disabled as if it were a conventional bicycle. After both conditions, participants were asked to rate the amount of invested mental effort to estimate the speed required for comfortably following the test leader. This was performed with the RSME (Zijlstra, 1993). The order of presentation of the conditions was counterbalanced. Within each condition, four riding speed scenarios were randomly presented: the ‘Slow’, ‘Accelerating’, ‘Fast’, and ‘Decelerating’ scenarios (see Table 2 for details). Only at the end of the ‘Accelerating’ and ‘Fast’ scenarios, the brake light was also presented because in the ‘Slow’ and ‘Decelerating’ scenarios the speed was too low to reach the activation threshold before coming to a standstill.

Table 2  An overview of the speeds (in km/h) in each scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Starting speed</th>
<th>Ending speed</th>
<th>Brake light</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Slow’</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Accelerating’</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Fast’</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Decelerating’</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.8 Task 2: Estimating the speed of the BLCS-bicycle

After Task 1, the participant was asked to stand at a fixed location next to the cycle path. While standing, one of the researchers riding a BLCS-bicycle approached the participant from 60 metres and the participant was asked to estimate the researcher’s riding speed in km/h (Task 2). These estimations were performed six times: three times while the BLCS was enabled (‘BLCS ON’) and three times while it was disabled (‘BLCS OFF’). Per condition, three speed scenarios were randomly presented: ‘Slow’ (11–12 km/h, gear 3), ‘Medium’ (17–18 km/h, gear 5), and ‘Fast’ (21–22 km/h, gear 7). The researchers used different gears per scenario to ensure that the pedal rotation frequency (cadence) remained as constant as possible. The participant could answer at any moment he or she preferred.

2.1.9 Semi-structured interviews

After Task 2, a concluding interview with open-ended questions was conducted in which participants were asked to give their overall opinion about the BLCS. Discussed topics were visibility, interpretation, expected safety enhancement, and possible intention of using or buying a BLCS. Lastly, participants were asked to fill in the Acceptance Scale (Van der Laan et al., 1997) with regard to the BLCS as a complete system.
2.1.10 Data scoring and analyses

During Task 1, two videos were recorded from the participant’s bicycle. With the first video, the camera’s perspective was captured to generate and calibrate a perspective grid in Kinovea™ (Charmant, 2016). In the second video, this grid was used to measure the distances between the rear wheel of the BLCS-bicycle and the front wheel of the participant’s bicycle during the experimental rides (i.e., the following-distance). Seven measurements were sampled on fixed locations during each scenario (i.e., seven lampposts, each 24 metres apart). The mean and standard deviation of the following-distances were calculated with Microsoft™ Excel™ and the effects of the BLCS on mental effort were tested with a Wilcoxon signed-rank test for non-normally distributed data. To investigate riding speed estimation accuracy with the support of a BLCS, the differences between the estimated and true riding speeds in Task 2 were calculated and Δ-values were compared between the ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ conditions for each scenario. As the data were non-normally distributed, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed. Lastly, the feedback from the final interviews was audio-recorded and analysed after the experiment. The answers were summarised and specific remarks for all respondents were counted. With regard to the Acceptance Scale (Van der Laan et al., 1997), the median and interquartile ranges were calculated for both subscales and age groups.

2.1.11 Statistical analyses

Statistical tests were performed with an \( \alpha \)-value of 0.05. Additionally, \( r \) effect sizes for non-parametric data were calculated and interpreted: \( r \geq .1 \) was considered a small effect, \( r \geq .3 \) a medium effect, and \( r \geq .5 \) a large effect (Fritz et al., 2012).

2.2 Study 2

2.2.1 Participants

After Study 1, twelve cyclists \( \geq 60 \) years were recruited to test a BLCS-bicycle for one week. Participants came from Enschede (\( n = 5 \)) or the province of Groningen (\( n = 7 \)). Their mean age was 68.8 years (S.D. 4.3) and 58.3% was male. In total, 83.3% lived in an urban and 16.7% in a rural environment. None of the participants had physical complaints while cycling and all were able to look over their shoulder.

2.2.2 Materials

Participants were provided with a BLCS-bicycle similar to the BLCS-bicycle described in paragraph 2.1.2. Seven BLCS-bicycles were available in different forms and sizes, all being conventional (non-electric) bicycles. Participants could choose a bicycle that was most similar to their own. Subjective opinions regarding usability, visibility, safety, effects on cycling behaviour, balance, and intention to use a BLCS in the future were gathered by means of a structured interview. The evaluation mainly focussed on the turning indicator because this was the only component a participant could operate.
2.2.3 Procedure
A BLCS-bicycle was brought to the participant’s home by a researcher and instructions about operation and functions were provided. Participants were instructed to cycle as they normally would and that they were not obliged to use the turning indicator, or the BLCS in its entirety, if they did not feel comfortable with it (anymore). Hereafter, the participants gave written informed consent. After a week, the researcher returned to collect the BLCS-bicycle and conducted the interview.

3 Results
3.1 Study 1
3.1.1 Task 1: Following-distance and mental effort
For Task 1, the following-distance measurements of three participants were removed from the analyses due to failed video recordings. Furthermore, the ‘decelerating’ condition of one participant was discarded because the view was obstructed by another cyclist. The analyses revealed no significant effects of the BLCS on mean following-distance for each group or scenario (Figure 6). Furthermore, participants rated the amount of mental effort required to estimate the speed of the test leader to follow him or her comfortably (see Table 3). A medium and significant effect was found between the ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ conditions in the overall participant group: participants experienced less mental effort while estimating the speed of the lead cyclist with the BLCS enabled. No significant effects were found within the age groups.

Figure 6 The mean following-distance for the conditions BLCS on and off, per scenario slow, accelerating, fast, and decelerating

Note: The error bars represent the standard error of the mean (S.E).
Table 3  Overview of the results from the rating scale mental effort, median and interquartile range (ranging from 0 to 150)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>All (median, IQR)</th>
<th>Young (median, IQR)</th>
<th>Old (median, IQR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLCS ‘On’</td>
<td>26 (12.75–48)</td>
<td>33 (15–51)</td>
<td>22 (11.5–47.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLCS ‘Off’</td>
<td>32.5 (22–63.75)</td>
<td>44 (26–76)</td>
<td>29 (22–50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>–2.20</td>
<td>–1.54</td>
<td>–1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: RSME; Zijlstra (1993)

3.1.2 Task 2: Riding speed estimations

The riding speed estimations of one (older) participant were discarded because this participant only gave one estimation in one scenario and felt unable to judge the other scenarios. On average, the slow speed (12 km/h) was overestimated (MON = 12.5 ± 3.2; MOFF = 12.9 ± 3.8), the medium speed (17.5 km/h) was underestimated (MON = 14.8 ± 3.8; MOFF = 15.1 ± 3.1), and the high speed (21 km/h) was also underestimated (MON = 17.9 ± 4.1; MOFF = 17.5 ± 3.5). Comparisons of the $\Delta$-values between the ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ conditions revealed no significant differences in any of the scenarios (see Table 4).

Table 4  The median, interquartile ranges, and Wilcoxon signed rank test results for the effects of the BLCS-system on the deviation between the actual and estimated speed of an approaching cyclist in the slow, medium, and fast speed conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Slow</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Fast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$-values</td>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLCS ‘ON’</td>
<td>2 (1–3.875)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.5–5.25)</td>
<td>4 (2–6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLCS ‘OFF’</td>
<td>2 (2–4)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.5–4.5)</td>
<td>3.75 (2–6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>–1.83</td>
<td>–1.02</td>
<td>–0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.3 Subjective evaluations

Due to failure of the recording equipment, the interviews of three older participants could not be processed. Analyses were therefore based on 38 participants. The majority reported that the overall visibility of the BLCS was good (see Figure 7). Even though the brake light appears to be the least visible, the majority still believed this was good.

Content-wise, none of the participants evaluated the full BLCS-system negatively (Figure 8). Half of all (positive) participants, however, indicated a clear preference for one or more components. Indeed, 37% ($n = 14$) suggested removing the speed indicator and 13% ($n = 5$) preferred the turning indicator only. This is also reflected in the evaluations of the individual components: the turning indicator received most positive evaluations, followed by the brake light, while the speed indicator received most negative feedback (see Figure 8). Firstly, the turning indicator was praised for being an ‘attention
grabber’, safer on roundabouts, easily seen in the dark, very intuitive, and an opportunity for keeping both hands on the handlebars. Negative comments include believing that people have to get used to it, that some might not use it, or forget to use it. Secondly, even though half of the participants reported not having seen the brake light properly, a small majority was nevertheless positive about this component. Reasons for this were that the brake light attracts attention and provides an extra warning-signal. Contrary opinions suggested that it requires too much focus and was not clearly visible. Thirdly, most participants evaluated the speed indicator negatively because it was not sufficiently visible or understandable. Specifically, the differences between the signals seemed too small to distinguish different speeds and there was a perceived discrepancy between the true riding speed and the displayed BLCS-signals (e.g., the cyclist was expected to ride faster when the ring was half-way lit). Furthermore, for interpretation a vast amount of attention was required, it was considered to be distracting, and not intuitive. Some participants mentioned using other cues for estimating the speed of the BLCS-bicycle rider, such as the movement speed of the legs and pedals. Positive comments revealed that the speed indicator might be helpful for estimating the speed of electric bicycle riders, as some believe that they not only ride faster than conventional cyclists, but also faster than expected based on their pedal movement speed. Potential usefulness in low light conditions was also mentioned.

In total, 63% \((n = 24)\) of all participants mentioned that they would like to use a BLCS for themselves and 87% \((n = 33)\) would like others to use it. Furthermore, 87% \((n = 33)\) believes that a BLCS could increase traffic safety, at times added with the remark that everybody should use it and that it is expected to require habituation. With regard to acceptance, all participants were positive about the BLCS in terms of usefulness and satisfaction (Table 5). In addition, older cyclists expected the BLCS to be more useful and satisfying than younger cyclists.
Figure 8  Participants’ opinions (in percentages) about the BLCS-system as a whole and its individual components

Table 5  Median and interquartile ranges (IQR) for the acceptance subscales (usefulness and satisfaction; scale range –2 to +2) and the results of the Wilcoxon ranked test for both age groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Usefulness (median, IQR)</th>
<th>Satisfying (median, IQR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young</td>
<td>1 (0.8–1.6)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.5–1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old</td>
<td>1.8 (1.3–2.0)</td>
<td>1.5 (1.125–2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>–2.75</td>
<td>–2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Van der Laan et al. (1997)

3.2 Study 2

3.2.1 First user-impressions

After using a BLCS-bicycle for one week, all participants \( n = 12 \) mentioned that they used the BLCS turning indicator (nearly) always. One third \( n = 4 \) also signalled with one arm if they were unsure that other road users saw the signals or because it was their routine, and 8% \( n = 1 \) kept extending the arm in all situations. A majority (83%; \( n = 10 \)) believed that the turning indicator was clearly visible and that other road users could estimate their intentions correctly.

Regarding balance, 58% \( n = 7 \) mentioned that using the turning indicator did not influence their balance. Furthermore, half of the participants \( n = 6 \) felt safer while signalling with the turning indicator. One participant (8%), however, felt unsafe because the turning indicator took too much effort and required habituation. Remarks stating that the turning indicator was mainly useful while cycling in the dark were given by 42% \( n = 5 \). Nine participants (75%) would like to have the turning indicator on their own bicycle, although two of them (17%) would only like this after experiencing problems...
with extending their arm. However, 25% \((n = 3)\) mentioned that they might feel overconfident while using the turning indicator because people will see me anyway.

Technical feedback mostly concerned the remote-controller. Half of the participants \((n = 6)\) stated that the turning indicator was easy to operate although wearing gloves, a rain poncho, or cycling over uneven surfaces could cause difficulties. Also, 50% \((n = 6)\) suggested a different controller (e.g., separate controllers on the left and right-hand sides of the handlebars).

4 Discussion

The primary aim of this study was to evaluate the potential of a BLCS to explicitly show cyclists’ turning intentions and riding speed to other road users. In Study 1, 21 older and 20 younger cyclists performed two tasks: following and estimating the speed of the test leader on a BLCS-bicycle, followed by an interview to gather subjective evaluations. In Study 2, twelve older cyclists used a BLCS-bicycle for one week to explore their first user-impressions.

4.1 Main findings

The first analyses revealed that older and younger cyclists maintain similar following-distances from a lead cyclist, regardless of presenting a BLCS. Cyclists neither kept more distance from a BLCS-bicycle, nor did they approach it more closely than a conventional bicycle, which means that even though the visibility of the BLCS-signals was sufficient from a ‘normal’ following-distance, it did not increase safety margins. However, the BLCS-signals were evaluated as less mentally demanding for estimating the riding speed of a lead cyclist, compared to observing the same cyclist on a conventional bicycle. This could mean that the BLCS-signals did contribute to some degree with the task of perceiving (subtle) relative speed changes of a lead cyclist (i.e., accelerating or slowing down compared to an earlier speed). This finding could be important, because a decrease in mental workload is particularly beneficial in situations where it is difficult to gain an overview, for example at intersections (Dozza and Werneke, 2014; Westerhuis et al., 2016). Such situations are, however, not limited to cycling behind other cyclists, and the second analyses revealed that the BLCS-signals did not assist participants with correctly estimating the riding speed of approaching cyclists from larger distances. Indeed, many participants reported that they perceived a discrepancy between the observed speeds of the approaching cyclist and the displayed BLCS-signals; these were not clear or intuitive, explaining many of the negative subjective evaluations. Although some mentioned that BLCS speed information might be useful in faded lighting conditions, these findings indicate that the presented BLCS-signals displaying riding speed did not provide sufficient additional value compared to solely observing rider behaviour.

Despite the speed-signal, the BLCS was evaluated as a useful and satisfying device mainly because of other components. Indeed, positive to very positive ratings were given about the brake light and the turning indicator, implying that these could be valuable features for (older) cyclists. Particular qualities such as intuitiveness and quickly attracting the attention of other road users seem useful and desired, and the brake light may therefore be a functional warning signal that a cyclist is decelerating without knowing the specific speed at that time. Furthermore, the first user-impressions showed
that the turning indicator was used by most participants and even though the majority did not report improvements in keeping balance, many would like to use it on their own bicycles. It should be kept in mind, however, that in Study 1, relatively more participants mentioned that they would like others to use a BLCS compared to using a BLCS for themselves. Because the purpose of the light signals that are displayed by the BLCS is to communicate a cyclist’s own behaviour and intentions to other road users, this could suggest that relatively more cyclists are interested in receiving BLCS-signals from other cyclists than sending such signals towards other road users. This may indicate that the signals that were evaluated positively (i.e., the direction indicator and the brake light) provide valuable information to use while cycling. It could also be, however, that part of the cyclists feel they do not need a BLCS on their bicycles and that other cyclists may need it more. In addition, none of the participants of Study 2 mentioned that they suffered from balance problems. Taken together, the BLCS seems to meet only few of the wishes: it provides support with indicating direction and explicitly shows braking behaviour to other road users. However, it does not seem to support the estimation of the constant cruising speed of a cyclist, or more subtle speed changes that do not require braking, particularly when perceived from larger distances.

It should be noted that in Study 1, many participants mentioned that it was generally difficult to estimate riding speeds with certainty, regardless of providing BLCS-signals. Because only riding speeds and the availability of BLCS-signals differed between scenarios and conditions, it seems likely that other cues are more distinctive or relied upon. Firstly, there were no other vehicles around to compare speed with or estimate in-between gaps. Secondly, as the researchers made sure that cadence was similar in all scenarios, it might be that differentiating riding speeds was too difficult with this specific cue made unavailable. Indeed, in line with the findings of Schleinitz et al. (2016) and Haustein and Möller (2016), it seems that cadence, or perceived effort investment, is also used for estimating riding speed. Even though this could mean that the experimental manipulation was successful (i.e., keeping cadence constant in all scenarios), this also confirms that the BLCS did not provide usable information instead. However, because cadence is also not a sufficiently reliable cue for estimating riding speed (Dozza et al., 2016; Petzoldt et al., 2017), it may still be beneficial to develop alternative cues or signals to counteract riding speed misjudgements. Based on earlier research, it could be that larger bicycle light units may be more successful because these could enlarge the possibilities for perceiving changes in visual angle and/or visual space between individual lights (Parker et al., 1964, cited in Moore and Rumar, 1999). Even though a bicycle is a relatively narrow vehicle, perhaps vertically instead of horizontally separated lights could be used to enhance distance and speed perception.

4.2 Limitations

The present research has some limitations. Firstly, the BLCS was a prototype and prototypes do not always work perfectly. For example, the brake light was not activated by enabling the brakes but only when the BLCS-bicycle was decelerating beyond a threshold. It could therefore be that the system was not yet triggered to show the brake light even if the test leader was braking, which might have influenced following-behaviour and visibility ratings. Secondly, the researchers tried to simulate a realistic traffic environment while performing a controlled experiment. This setting could have made participants more focussed than in a non-research setting, also because they did not
have to react or make a manoeuvre. Specifically, in Task 2 participants stood still and could pay full attention to the approaching BLCS-cyclist. Real traffic situations, however, tend to be denser, more crowded, and require riding and monitoring simultaneously, making it more difficult to focus on one signal. Thirdly, participants might have been able to guess the goal of the study and acted in a way that they believed the researchers would have liked. For this reason, the conditions and scenarios in Study 1 (i.e., Task 1 and Task 2) were presented in a balanced and randomised order. As the interviews in Study 1 and Study 2 mainly concerned personal opinions of participants, however, it cannot be ruled out that some bias may have occurred. Fourthly, Study 1 was only performed in stable weather with clear visibility conditions although in real life, these conditions differ. For example, evaluation could be different in faded light conditions because lights become more visible while other cues become less visible, which was also mentioned by several participants. Favourable visibility conditions were preferred because particularly older cyclists mainly cycle during the day and in pleasant weather conditions (Engbers et al., 2018a). Fifthly, the used BLCS-bicycles were all conventional bicycles even though misinterpretations of riding speeds seem to occur mainly with electric bicycles. Nevertheless, conventional bicycles were used because of availability reasons and their usability for demonstrating lower speed scenarios. Furthermore, effects of bicycle type on signal perception should be limited, because modern electric bicycles look similar to conventional bicycles (Dozza et al., 2016). Lastly, the researchers asked the participants in Study 1 with an electric bicycle to disable their electric support if possible. Even though none of these participants had any problems with this, in hindsight, this may have affected their cycling behaviour, particularly at low speeds.

Even though Study 1 was performed near a city and on a well-reachable location, the majority of older participants may have been relatively fit compared to the ‘average’ older cyclist. Because Study 1 mainly concerned perception, it is expected that the influence of physical fitness on the results of that study is limited. However, also because the sample of Study 2 was partly drawn from Study 1, it could be that the relative fitness of older participants influenced the results of Study 2. Particularly regarding balance, it may have been more informative to include cyclists with balance difficulties. For ethical and safety reasons, however, it was not possible to request people with profound difficulties to test a first prototype BLCS-bicycle in real traffic. Because Study 2 suggests that indicating direction with a BLCS does not influence balance (i.e., no increase, but also no decrease in balance), a next step might be to study a BLCS with cyclists who are afraid to lose balance or struggle with looking over their shoulder.

Future research could also focus on the consequences of using (components of) a BLCS in daily life. For example, it is unknown how other road users (e.g., car drivers or pedestrians) respond to such signals from a bicycle. Furthermore, it should be noted that safety effects might also be negative in real traffic. For example, if many BLCS-bicycles simultaneously convey numerous signals, these might lead to visual clutter and cognitive overload, which should be prevented.

4.3 Conclusions and implications for practice

Dedicated light signals showing a cyclist’s turning intentions and braking behaviour are appreciated by (older) cyclists, both for use on their own bicycles and for use by other cyclists, even though no effects on cycling behaviour or the accuracy of estimating constant cruising speeds were found. A turning indicator may have a positive effect on
balance of older cyclists because the number of arm movements can be reduced and replaced by pushing a button to enable the signal. Brake lights and turning indicators could therefore have added value for cyclists, because other road users should be well able to interpret the turn and brake signals because these are already obligatory and known as effective on other vehicle types, including mopeds and motorcycles (Moore and Rumar, 1999; Sullivan and Flannagan, 2012). In addition, blinking signals are detected easier than stationary signals (Cohen, 1987, cited in Faw, 2013) and a modelling effect might occur as other road users are reminded to indicate direction as well (Faw, 2013). Currently, however, not all countries allow the use of ‘blinking’ lights on a bicycle. An example of these countries are the Netherlands (Rijksoverheid, n.d.). As this may hinder further development and maturation of light signalling systems for cyclists, it could be helpful if legal boundaries for bicycle lights are expanded to not only include ‘regular’ front and rear bicycle lights, but also possibilities for implementing (blinking) light signals for communication purposes.

With regard to reliably estimating constant riding speed, this remains difficult regardless of the presented BLCS-signals. It may, however, still be beneficial to explore alternative options to counteract speed misjudgements. For example, multiple lights might be used vertically to enable estimating speed and distance by perceiving the angular size or physical separation between lights or light-elements (Moore and Rumar, 1999).
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